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colours flashing through it. The astral body then gives
rise to a second class of entities, similar in constitution to
the simple thought-form, but limited to the astral plane,
and caused by the activity of Kama-Manas or the mind
dominated by desire. This body when vibrating throws
off a portion of itself, shaped as before by the nature of
the vibrations, and this attracts to itself some of the
elemental essence of the astral world. Such a thought-
form has for its body this elemental essence and for its
soul the desire or passion which threw it forth, while its
force will be proportionate to the amount of mental energy
combined with the desire or passion. Thought-forms of
this second kind are by far the most common, as few
thoughts of ordinary persons are untinged with desire,
passion or emotion.
The elemental essence, spoken of in connection with
the Second Life-Wave in Chapter VIII, that strange half-
intelligent life which surrounds us in all directions, is not
•differentiated into stable or persistent forms. The matter
of the astral and mental worlds, irrespective of a soul who
makes a vehicle out of it, is alive with this elemental essence
—a peculiar kind of life, which is delicately sensitive, quick
with life, and is not individualised. The effect produced
on the particles of water in a cup as an electric current is
passed through it may give a faint idea of the vitality and
energy of mental and astral grades of matter as elemental
essence of the first and second and third types affects and
vivifies them. This vivified matter is, as it were, in a
{critical state', ready to precipitate into thought-forms
the moment a vibration of thought from a thinker's mind
affects it. It thus responds readily to the influence of
human thoughts and feelings, every thought or impulse
clothing itself in a temporary vehicle of this vitalised

